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ABSTRACT: We design a new naphthalenediimide (NDI) π-
system, NDI−Fc−NDI, having a ferrocene linker as a hinge
unit and long alkyl chains as supramolecular assembling units.
The NDI units are “directionally flexible” in concert with the
pivoting motion of the ferrocene unit with a small rotational
barrier. The NDI units rotate around the ferrocene unit faster
than the NMR time scale in solution at room temperature.
UV−vis absorption, synchrotron X-ray diffraction, and atomic
force microscope studies reveal that NDI−Fc−NDI forms a
fibrous supramolecular assembly in solution (methylcyclohexane and highly concentrated chloroform) and film states, wherein
the NDI units are in the slipped-stack conformation. The NDI−Fc−NDI supramolecular assembly in the film state exhibits
multiple phase transitions associated with conformational changes at different temperatures, which are confirmed by differential
scanning calorimetry, polarized optical microscopy, and temperature-dependent X-ray diffraction. Such thermal transitions of
NDI−Fc−NDI films also induce changes in the optical and electronic properties as revealed by UV−vis absorption and
photoelectron yield spectroscopies, respectively. The thermal behaviors of NDI−Fc−NDI, realized by the unique molecular
design, are considerably different from the reference compounds such as an NDI dimer connected with a flexible 1,4-butylene
linker. These results provide us with a plausible strategy to propagate the molecular dynamics of the π-system into macroscopic
properties in film states; the key factors are (i) the supramolecular alignment of molecular switching units and (ii) the directional
motion of the switching units perpendicular to the supramolecular axis.

■ INTRODUCTION

Molecular switches are one of the simplest molecular machines
in which the structure or conformation changes upon external
stimuli, leading to switching of the molecular functions.1

Switching the macroscopic properties of molecular machine
assemblies in film states is regarded as an ultimate goal in
chemistry and materials science.1,2 Molecular switches compris-
ing π-conjugated molecules, in particular, have attracted
considerable attention due to their potential use as electronic
and optical devices whose functions can be controlled in a
designed fashion.1,3 Most of the molecular switches to date,
however, have been demonstrated in solution. This is because it
is difficult to maintain the dynamic behavior of molecular
switches in film states owing to the small free volume and large
π-orbital overlap among the condensed molecular switches. To
overcome these difficulties, molecular switches have been

incorporated in crystals,4 liquid crystals,5 and metal−organic
frameworks;6 such switches have been reported to exhibit
molecular-based dynamic behavior in condensed phases. In
these systems, the movable components are well aligned or
isolated, thereby facilitating the conformational change that
occurs upon external stimuli such as temperature, light, and
redox. Against this background, we aim to construct well-
aligned supramolecular π-assemblies containing molecular
switching units.
The supramolecular approach is a common, established

method to align π-conjugated molecules.7 For instance, π-
conjugated macrocyclic compounds with supramolecular
assembling units often form linearly assembled structures
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such as columnar structures. In the case of such a linear
supramolecular assembly, the linear-chain axis is oriented
parallel to the direction of the noncovalent interactions. We
conceived the idea that π-conjugated molecules having
supramolecular assembling units and directionally movable
units, whose motion is independent of the supramolecular
linear-chain axis, can afford a supramolecular assembly in which
the flexibility of the movable units is maintained (Figure 1).
Such a supramolecular assembly of π-molecular switches would
induce synergetic molecular motion, resulting in macroscopic
configuration changes and phase transitions in the condensed
phase.8 Previously, we successfully demonstrated that an in-
solution molecular switch in which two naphthalenediimide
(NDI) units are directly connected with ferrocene as a hinge
unit undergoes dramatic conformational changes upon external
stimuli such as redox and temperature.9 The pivoting motion of
the ferrocene unit elicits “directional flexibility” of the NDI
units in this molecular switch.9,10 Here, we expand this
molecular design to prepare supramolecular assemblies of π-
molecular switches by introducing assembling units into the
NDI units.
The designed molecules including the reference compounds

for comparison are shown in Figure 2. Two NDI units
harnessed by ferrocene (NDI−Fc−NDI) are decorated with
tridodecyloxyphenyl substituents at the imide nitrogens of the
NDI units because such long alkyl chains with π-core units tend

to form supramolecular assemblies through van der Waals
interactions as well as π−π interactions.11 The axis of the
noncovalent interactions is perpendicular to the directional
motion of the NDI units, and thus the directional flexibility of
the NDI units would be maintained. Another NDI dimer
connected with a flexible 1,4-butylene linker (NDI−Bu−NDI),
a monomeric NDI with two tridodecyloxyphenyl substituents
(NDI), and an asymmetric NDI substituted by a tridodecyl-
oxyphenyl group and a ferrocene moiety (NDI−Fc) were also
prepared to clarify the importance of the ferrocene rotational
unit and directionally flexible NDI units of NDI−Fc−NDI. We
have found that NDI−Fc−NDI supramolecular assembly
formation in the solution and film states results in
unprecedented multiple phase transitions which lead to
NDI−Fc−NDI exhibiting different optical/electronic proper-
ties and conformation in each phase. Through extensive
comparison with the reference compounds, the present study
demonstrates the unique properties of NDI−Fc−NDI that
allow the directional molecular motion of the π-systems in the
supramolecular assemblies to translate into macroscopic
configuration changes even in film states.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. All reagents were obtained from appropriate commercial

sources (Sigma-Aldrich, Tokyo Chemical Industry, Wako Pure
Chemical Industries, and Kanto Chemical) and used as received

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of supramolecular assembly of π-molecular switches.

Figure 2. Structures of NDI−Fc−NDI, NDI−Bu−NDI, NDI−Fc, and NDI.
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unless otherwise noted. Anhydrous solvents (chloroform, CHCl3;
methylcyclohexane, MCH; methanol, MeOH; dimethylformamide,
DMF) were used in all experiments.12 Diaminoferrocene,13 3,4,5-
tridodecyloxyaniline,14 and N-(3,4,5-tridodecyloxyphenyl)-1,4,5,8-
naphthalenetetracarboxylic monoanhydride15 were synthesized accord-
ing to the literature, respectively. The synthetic methods and
characterization data for a series of compounds presented in this
study are provided in the Supporting Information.
General Procedure. Target compounds were purified by a

recycling preparative HPLC (LC-9201, Japan Analytical Industry)
equipped with gel permeation chromatography columns (JAIGEL-1H
+ 2H). NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL ECS-400
spectrometer. Chemical shifts are expressed in ppm relative to
CHCl3 (7.26 ppm for 1H NMR and 77.36 ppm for 13C NMR).16 UV−
vis absorption spectra were recorded on a JASCO V-670
spectrophotometer in transmission mode. Differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) was carried out on a Hitachi DSC 7000x under
a nitrogen atmosphere. The sample was encapsulated in a sealed
aluminum pan, and an identical empty pan was used as the reference.
The DSC data were obtained during the second heating/cooling cycles
at a scan rate of 5 °C/min. The phase transitions and optical textures
were also investigated by using a polarized optical microscope (POM),
Olympus BX51, equipped with a digital camera (Olympus DP73) and
a heating stage (Linkam LTS350). The POM samples were
sandwiched between two glass plates. The atomic force microscope
(AFM) images were recorded on a JEOL JSPM-5200 under ambient
conditions at 25 °C. The samples were spin coated on silicon (100)
wafers. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted with a
Bruker AXS TG-DTA 2000SR at a heating rate of 10 °C/min under
flowing argon gas. The sample was placed in an aluminum pan, and
Al2O3 powder in an identical pan was used as the reference. The
ionization potentials of solid samples obtained by drop-casting from an
MCH solution were determined by a photoelectron yield spectrometer
(Riken Keiki AC-3). The solid samples were annealed at each
temperature for 10 min and rapidly cooled to room temperature.
Theoretical Calculations. Computational analysis and graphical

representation were carried out with Spartan’14 software running
under a Windows operating system. Optimized equilibrium geometries
and the molecular orbitals were obtained with DFT (B3LYP/6-31G*
level) methods.

Synchrotron X-ray Diffraction Experiments. Small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) and wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) patterns
of solid samples and grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GI-XRD)
images of NDI−Fc−NDI film samples were obtained using the
BL45XU beamline at SPring-8 (Hyogo, Japan) equipped with an R-
AXIS IV++ (Rigaku) imaging plate area detector or with a Pilatus3X
2M (Dectris) detector. The scattering vector, q = 4π sin θ/λ, and the
position of incident X-ray beam on the detector were calibrated using
several orders of layer reflections from silver behenate (d = 58.380 Å),
where 2θ and λ refer to the scattering angle and wavelength of the X-
ray beam (1.0 Å), respectively. The sample-to-detector distances for
WAXD and GI-XRD measurements were 0.5 and 0.4 m, respectively.
The obtained scattering/diffraction images were integrated along the
Debye−Scherrer ring to afford one-dimensional intensity data using
the FIT2D software.17 The lattice parameters were refined using the
CellCalc ver. 2.10 software.18

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Conformational Dynamics of NDI−Fc−

NDI in Solution. A series of NDI compounds were
synthesized through a typical imide formation reaction between
carboxylic anhydride and amine in DMF, as shown in Scheme
1.19 The hetero-N-substituted NDI compounds (NDI−Fc,
NDI−Fc−NDI, and NDI−Bu−NDI) were prepared in two
steps: (i) monoimide formation using tridodecyloxyaniline and
(ii) diimide formation using aminoferrocene (NDI−Fc),
diaminoferrocene (NDI−Fc−NDI), and 1,4-diaminobutane
(NDI−Bu−NDI).9,20 All the compounds are fairly soluble in
conventional organic solvents such as CHCl3 and were
characterized by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy and elemental
analysis (see Supporting Information). Note that all com-
pounds are thermally stable under experimental conditions, as
evidenced by TGA thermograms (see Figure S1).
Figure 3 shows 1H NMR signals of the NDI compound

series in the aromatic region in CDCl3 at 25 °C. A singlet peak
for NDI and two doublet peaks for NDI−Fc, NDI−Bu−NDI,
and NDI−Fc−NDI are assigned to the naphthalene protons.
The naphthalene proton peaks of NDI−Fc−NDI (8.22 and
8.29 ppm) are significantly upfield shifted and much broader

Scheme 1
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compared to the others. Such characteristic NMR signals
indicate the existence of two different conformations of NDI−
Fc−NDI: the closed form in which the two NDI units stack in
a cofacial fashion with π-orbital overlap, and the open form in
which the two NDI units have no π-orbital overlap (see Figure
S2). The averaged signals of the open and closed forms result
from the rotation of the NDI units around the Fc unit being
faster than the NMR time scale (on the order of milliseconds)
owing to the small rotational barrier at 25 °C. This rotational
motion of the NDI units becomes slower with a decrease in
temperature, as is confirmed by further broadening of the
naphthalene proton peaks (see Figure S3). Note that the
possibility of intermolecular NDI stacking in CDCl3 can be
ruled out under NMR experimental conditions based on no
change in the NDI−Fc−NDI chemical shifts at different
concentrations (5 × 10−3 M and 5 × 10−4 M). The aggregation
behavior of NDI−Fc−NDI at much higher concentrations in a
nonpolar solvent or in film states is described later.
UV−vis absorption spectroscopy also indicates the equili-

brium between the different conformations of NDI−Fc−NDI
in CHCl3. The UV−vis absorption spectra of the NDI
compound series (5 × 10−5 M in CHCl3) are shown in Figure
4. The NDI, NDI−Fc, and NDI−Bu−NDI compounds have
two absorption bands at 358 and 377 nm with a shoulder

around 341 nm, which are characteristic of NDI compounds.19

The absorption coefficient (ε) of NDI−Bu−NDI is almost
double that of NDI at any wavelength in the range 250−800
nm, indicating that each NDI moiety of NDI−Bu−NDI
behaves as a monomeric NDI. The DFT (B3LYP/6-31G* basis
set) calculation supports the result that there is little interaction
between the NDI units in NDI−Bu−NDI (see Figure S4). In
contrast, the absorption of NDI−Fc−NDI is broadened
compared to the other compounds, which may result from
the mixture of the open and closed conformations. The
absorption maxima of NDI−Fc−NDI are slightly red-shifted
(361 and 380 nm), indicating that the NDI moieties stack in a
slipped-cofacial fashion in the closed form.21 This J-type
molecular orientation is also supported by a DFT calculation
(see Figure S2b). The mean-plane distance and slip angle
between the NDI π-planes are 3.7 Å and 8.5°, respectively. The
slipped-stack form is slightly more stable than the open form by
7.2 kJ/mol.

Aggregation Behavior of NDI−Fc−NDI in Solution
and Film States. We then studied the supramolecular
assembly formation of NDI−Fc−NDI by UV−vis absorption
spectroscopy as a function of temperature. Figures 5a and 5b
show the UV−vis absorption spectral changes in MCH at
various temperatures. The absorption spectra change abruptly
at 36 °C upon cooling with clear isosbestic points. The
nonsigmoidal transition of the UV−vis absorption with the
elongation temperature (Te = 36 °C) is a characteristic of a
supramolecular assembly formation via a cooperative mecha-
nism (for details see Figure S5).22 The Te clearly separates the
nucleation and elongation processes, and the spectral change
below Te strongly indicates elongation of the NDI−Fc−NDI
supramolecular assembly through the NDI π-stacking and van
der Waals interactions among the tridodecyloxyphenyl side
chains.23 Absorption at 299 nm appears upon formation of the
supramolecular assembly and can probably be attributed to the
intermolecular, rather than intramolecular, NDI π-stacking with
strong electronic coupling.21a,23 The supramolecular assembly
of NDI−Fc−NDI was further studied through AFM
observation. The sample was prepared by spin-coating an
MCH solution onto a Si(100) substrate. The AFM image of the
NDI−Fc−NDI film sample shows fibrous structures with an
average height of ca. 4 nm, as shown in Figure 5c.
The supramolecular assembly formation of NDI−Fc−NDI

was not observed in CHCl3 under UV−vis or NMR
spectroscopic conditions. However, a highly concentrated
CHCl3 solution of NDI−Fc−NDI exhibits optical textures
under a POM, and serpentine trajectories appear when the
optical textures are gently sheared (Figure 6). The trajectories
are observable only under crossed Nicols, indicating that the
NDI−Fc−NDI macrostructure is not derived from a
mechanical defect but optical anisotropy. Such banded textures
are typically observed for liquid crystalline supramolecular
polymers;24 thus, NDI−Fc−NDI forms lyotropic supra-
molecular assemblies in highly concentrated CHCl3 as well as
MCH.

Thermal Behavior of NDI−Fc−NDI in Film States. We
also investigated the thermal behavior of solid samples of the
NDI−Fc−NDI supramolecular assemblies using DSC, POM,
and variable-temperature UV−vis absorption spectroscopy. The
NDI−Fc−NDI solid samples were prepared by reprecipitation
from CHCl3 and MeOH, or drop-casting from MCH and
CHCl3 solution. It should be noted that all the data for the
NDI−Fc−NDI solid samples shown below are, unless

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra of (a) NDI, (b) NDI−Fc, (c) NDI−Bu−
NDI, and (d) NDI−Fc−NDI in the range 8.15−8.95 ppm
(naphthalene protons) in CDCl3 (5 × 10−3 M) at 25 °C.

Figure 4. UV−vis absorption spectra of NDI (black line), NDI−Fc
(red dashed line), NDI−Bu−NDI (green dashed line), and NDI−
Fc−NDI (blue line) in CHCl3 at 25 °C. In addition to the absorption
bands below 400 nm, there are broad absorption bands at 644 and 648
nm for NDI−Fc and NDI−Fc−NDI, respectively. These absorption
bands are assigned to the charge-transfer band between the electron
donor (Fc) and acceptor (NDI), indicative of electronic interaction
between the Fc and NDI moieties.
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otherwise stated, basically identical irrespective of the
preparation methods. The DSC, POM, and XRD measure-
ments were also conducted for NDI−Fc and NDI−Bu−NDI
to compare the thermal behaviors.
The DSC profiles and the corresponding data for NDI−Fc−

NDI, NDI−Fc, and NDI−Bu−NDI are summarized in Figure
7 and Table 1. The DSC profile of NDI−Fc−NDI shows
multiple endothermic and exothermic peaks as shown in Figure
7a.25 In the heating process, three sets of endothermic and
exothermic peaks are observed before melting at 216 °C. In the
cooling process, a weak, broad peak at 170 °C is observed. The
sawtooth-like DSC profiles in the heating process are
reproducibly observed in several cycles with different samples.26

Adjacent phase transitions are relatively close in regards to the
transition temperature and transition enthalpy (ΔH). Thus,
multiple phase transitions occur sequentially, alternating the
configuration of the NDI−Fc−NDI assembly.
The POM images of NDI−Fc−NDI also exhibit several

optical textures at different temperatures (Figure 8a), which are

Figure 5. (a) UV−vis absorption spectral changes of an MCH solution
of NDI−Fc−NDI (5 × 10−5 M) at various temperatures upon cooling
(1 °C/min). (b) The absorbance changes at 306 nm (red) and 358 nm
(blue), fitted with a cooperative model (solid lines). (c) AFM image of
NDI−Fc−NDI supramolecular fibers at 25 °C (scale bar: 1 μm), and
the cross-section profile of the fiber.

Figure 6. POM image of a concentrated CHCl3 solution of NDI−Fc−
NDI with gentle shearing on a glass substrate at 25 °C.

Figure 7. DSC profiles of (a) NDI−Fc−NDI, (b) NDI−Fc, and (c)
NDI−Bu−NDI during the second heating/cooling scan at 5 °C/min.
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indicative of the multiple phase transitions among optically
anisotropic states. Consistent with the DSC and POM results,
the UV−vis absorption of NDI−Fc−NDI film samples also
changes upon heating. Figure S6 shows UV−vis absorption
spectra of NDI−Fc−NDI films annealed at different temper-
atures. The absorption spectrum of an NDI−Fc−NDI film
spin-coated from a CHCl3 solution at 25 °C is fairly similar to
that in MCH solution at 25 °C (Figure 5a), indicating that
NDI−Fc−NDI forms identical supramolecular assemblies in
the film state and in MCH. The ratio of the absorbance at 299
nm to that at 363 nm (A299/A363) changes over the range 0.75
(at 25 °C) to 0.94 (at 180 °C) when the NDI−Fc−NDI film is
annealed at different temperatures. Considering that absorption
at 299 nm can probably be attributed to the intermolecular
NDI π-stacking (see Figure 5), the UV−vis spectral changes of
the NDI−Fc−NDI films may result from the different
intermolecular packing structures in the NDI−Fc−NDI
assembly. Furthermore, the electronic properties of NDI−
Fc−NDI films also change in response to the thermal
transitions, as revealed by photoelectron yield spectroscopy.
The ionization potentials, that is, the negative eigenvalues of
the HOMO, of NDI−Fc−NDI films unambiguously shift from
5.77 eV (nonannealed) through 5.67 eV (annealed at 180 °C)
to 5.56 eV (annealed at 210 °C), as shown in Figure S7. The
lower ionization potentials of the films annealed at higher
temperatures indicate efficient electron delocalization in the
NDI−Fc−NDI assembly.27

In stark contrast to NDI−Fc−NDI, the DSC curves of
NDI−Fc exhibit a simple reversible phase transition with an
endothermic peak at 164 °C in the heating cycle and a
corresponding exothermic peak with supercooling (141 °C) in

the cooling cycle (Figure 7b). POM observation of the
mesophase in the cooling process (Figure 8b) reveals an
optical texture with circular focal conic domains, indicating a
liquid crystalline phase. No obvious phase transition from the
liquid crystalline phase to a crystalline phase is observed upon
cooling. Similar to NDI−Fc, NDI−Bu−NDI exhibits one
mesophase upon cooling from the melt, and the POM texture
with circular focal conic domains is indicative of a liquid
crystalline phase (Figures 7c and 8c).

Conformational Changes of NDI−Fc−NDI Assemblies
in Film States. We further conducted XRD measurements to
obtain more detailed structural information on the NDI−Fc−
NDI assemblies, NDI−Fc, and NDI−Bu−NDI in the
mesophases. The conformational changes of the NDI−Fc−
NDI assembly in film states at different temperatures were
investigated by variable-temperature XRD techniques.
Figure S8 shows the XRD patterns of NDI−Fc−NDI solid

samples prepared by drop-casting from MCH and CHCl3
solutions and reprecipitation from CHCl3/MeOH at 25 °C.
The XRD patterns are basically the same irrespective of the
sample preparation methods, indicating that identical NDI−
Fc−NDI supramolecular assemblies are formed.
Solid samples of NDI−Fc−NDI obtained by drop-casting

from an MCH solution exhibit XRD peaks with d-spacings of
7.09, 3.89, 0.67, 0.42, and 0.35 nm as well as other small peaks
(Figure 9a). The GI-XRD image of an NDI−Fc−NDI film
drop-casted from an MCH solution (Figure 9b) shows spots
with a d-spacing of 7.09 nm in the equatorial direction (qxy
axis), a d-spacing of 3.89 nm as a broad diffraction arc in the
meridional direction (qz axis), and other d-spacings correspond-
ing to the solid sample shown in Figure 9a. This result indicates
that the spots with a d-spacing of 7.09 nm in the NDI−Fc−
NDI assembly are perpendicular to those with a d-spacing of
3.89 nm. The peaks with d-spacings of 0.67 and 0.35 nm can be
attributed to the intermolecular and intramolecular π−π
stacking between the NDI units, respectively, resulting from
the closed conformation of NDI−Fc−NDI in the assembly.
The DFT calculation reveals that NDI−Fc−NDI has a slipped-
stack arrangement between the NDI units with a 3.7 Å mean π-
plane distance and 8.5° slip angle (see Figure S2b), which is
reasonable in light of the XRD peaks. We infer from these
results that several sets of NDI−Fc−NDI in the slipped-stack
conformation form a discotic column, affording a helical fibrous
structure. The peak with a d-spacing of 3.89 nm can be assigned
to the diameter of the discotic column, while that of 7.09 nm,
which is perpendicular to the disk plane, can be assigned to the
helical pitch of the fibrous assembly. The number of molecules
in a unit cell (Z) is given by the equation Z = ρVcell/M, where ρ
(g/cm3) is the mass density, Vcell (= πr2h) is the volume of a
unit cell calculated using the columnar radius (r = 1.95 nm) and
height (h = 0.67 nm), and M is the molecular weight of NDI−
Fc−NDI (Mw = 1972.52 g/mol) divided by Avogadro’s
number (NA = 6.02 × 1023/mol). The ρ value of organic soft
materials can be assumed to be 1.0−1.2 g/cm3;28 thus, the Z
value of NDI−Fc−NDI is estimated to be 2.9 for a ρ value of

Table 1. Phase Transition Temperatures (°C) and Enthalpies (kJ/mol, in parentheses)

compound second heating process second cooling process

NDI−Fc−NDI 175 (9.0) → 184 (−9.1) → 194 (1.6) → 197 (−1.5) → 208 (8.1) → 210 (−2.5) → 216 (17.2) 170 (−a)
NDI−Fc 164 (28.3) 141 (−26.1)
NDI−Bu−NDI 209 (41.7) 183 (−38.9)

aNot determined precisely because of the broad peak.

Figure 8. Polarized optical micrographs of (a) NDI−Fc−NDI at 184
°C (left) and 210 °C (right) upon heating from 25 °C, (b) NDI−Fc at
105 °C upon cooling from the isotropic melt, and (c) NDI−Bu−NDI
at 150 °C upon cooling from the isotropic melt. The heating and
cooling rate is ca. 2 °C/min. Each scale bar is 100 μm.
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1.2.29,30 These experimental data are most likely explained by
the NDI−Fc−NDI assembled structure in which three sets of
NDI−Fc−NDI in the slipped-stack conformation form a
discotic column, finally constructing a helical fiber, as illustrated
in Figure 9c. Ferrocene moieties are positioned at the center of
the discotic column, and the NDI units are stacked through
intramolecular and intermolecular π−π interactions as well as
van der Waals interactions among the long alkyl side chains.
Such a segregated stacking structure between the NDI and
ferrocene units seems reasonable in light of the single-crystal
structure of analogous NDI-ferrocene conjugates.9,31 The
diameter of the discotic column (3.89 nm) is consistent with
the average height profile of the NDI−Fc−NDI fibrous
structure in the AFM image (ca. 4 nm, Figure 5c).
The variable-temperature XRD results of NDI−Fc−NDI

reprecipitated from CHCl3/MeOH are shown in Figures 10
and S9.32 During the first heating in the range 30 to 180 °C, the

two small-angle peaks change sequentially, while the other
peaks remain almost the same. This result indicates that the
supramolecular assembled structures of NDI−Fc−NDI are
maintained but that the helical pitch and column diameter are
altered. The changes in the helical pitch and column diameter
are summarized in Table S3. The peak intensities of the helical
pitch gradually decrease with an increase in temperature. The
helical supramolecular assembly is dissociated at around 180 °C
probably because of the large thermal motion of NDI−Fc−
NDI. A number of sharp XRD peaks appear over 190 °C (see
Figure S9). The XRD pattern at each temperature over 190 °C
is essentially different; thus, at a minimum, three crystal-like
phases exist over 190 °C.33 These XRD observations are
consistent with the DSC and POM results of NDI−Fc−NDI,
indicating conformational changes and multiple phase tran-
sitions.
Such multistep dynamic behaviors are observed in the case of

NDI−Fc−NDI, while NDI−Fc and NDI−Bu−NDI show only
one mesophase. Together with the DSC and POM studies, the
XRD studies reveal the lamellar and π-stacking structure of
NDI−Fc (Figure 11a and Table S1) and the hexagonal
columnar structure of NDI−Bu−NDI (Figure 11b and Table
S2) in each liquid crystalline phase.
Based on the above results, we deduce that the unique

molecular design of NDI−Fc−NDI, NDI units with two-
dimensional flexibility in concert with ferrocene rotation, leads
to such multistep dynamic macroscopic behaviors even in the
film states. In addition, it should be noted that the sequential
changes in the XRD peaks below 180 °C were not observed in
the case of amorphous NDI−Fc−NDI films prepared by rapid
cooling from the melt. This result allows us to infer that the
XRD peak shifts below 180 °C are derived from the NDI−Fc−
NDI supramolecular assemblies, and the macroscopic con-
formational changes of π-systems in film states are observable
only for the NDI−Fc−NDI supramolecular assemblies. The
GI-XRD results (Figure 9b) indicate that the supramolecular
fibrous axis of the NDI−Fc−NDI assembly is perpendicular to
the disk plane in which the NDI units are movable. Thus, the
conformational changes of the NDI−Fc−NDI assembly at
different temperatures can be reasonably explained by the slight
directional motion of the NDI units that does not interfere with
maintaining the supramolecular scaffold. As compared to the
fast rotation of the NDI units of NDI−Fc−NDI in dilute
solution (see Figure S3), the conformational changes of the
NDI−Fc−NDI supramolecular assembly inside the films may

Figure 9. (a) XRD pattern of an NDI−Fc−NDI solid sample obtained
by drop-casting from an MCH solution at 25 °C. (b) GI-XRD image
of an NDI−Fc−NDI drop-casted film on a sapphire substrate at 25
°C. (c) Schematic illustration of the supramolecular assembled
structure of NDI−Fc−NDI.

Figure 10. Variable-temperature XRD patterns (first heating) of an
NDI−Fc−NDI solid sample obtained by reprecipitation from CHCl3/
MeOH.
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be small and slow owing to an increase in both the transition
enthalpic and entropic factors.6b Nevertheless, the multiple
conformational changes and related phase transitions of NDI−
Fc−NDI strongly indicate that the transition energies between
the mesophases are smaller than those of conventional rigid π-
systems because of the introduction of the ferrocene hinge
units and supramolecular alignment of the movable units, as
illustrated in Figure S10.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The present study has demonstrated the dynamic behavior of a
supramolecular assembly of ferrocene-hinged NDI molecules in
the film state. The NDI−ferrocene conjugate works as a π-
molecular switch in which the two NDI units are directionally
movable in concert with the pivoting motion of the ferrocene
unit with a small rotational barrier. The π-molecular switch is
well aligned through supramolecular interactions including the
π-stacking between the NDI units and van der Waals
interactions among the long alkyl side chains. The π-molecular
switch assembly exhibits multiple phase transitions, which may
be related to changes in the molecular motion and
intermolecular packing at different temperatures. The optical
and electronic properties of the solid sample also change
associated with the thermal transitions, indicating that the
conformational flexibility of the π-molecular switch at the
molecular level invokes macroscopic dynamic events inside the
films. Thus, such supramolecular alignment of the π-molecular
switch provides a promising foothold toward organic nano-
electronic and optical switches that are workable in film states.
Further investigation of supramolecular assemblies and π-

conjugated polymers containing hinge units is now in progress
in our groups.
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